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N EWS L E T T E R

MUSIC HIGHLIGHT
My music highlight of the month is
Spring to Spring by Hoppípolla (호피폴
라). I stumbled upon this while having a
gander at new Korean releases. It's
beautiful, mellow music with shades of
Coldplay and it's just what I needed. On
top of that, the cover art is beautiful! 
 
The uplifting Our Song and instrumental
동화 (Märchen) are particular favourites.
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HOW ARE YOU?
The last few months have been surreal,
haven't they! How are you guys holding
up with the Lockdown Lethargy?
 
I'd love to say I'm using this time to do
useful things - I'm not. I'm not reading,
not learning anything new and not
"capitalising" on the new time, and I'm
still working full-time. So not much out
of the ordinary here. 
 
Remember: We got this!
 

Much love xx

Hoppípolla
Spring to Spring

This Geeky Tangent

https://thisgeekytangent.com/


LOCKDOWN COOKING
The nation has taken to baking and
we've had to get creative with our
cooking. 
 
My bread is, without doubt, my most
aesthetically pleasing achievement, but
my quorn veggie chilli con carne was
also excellent. Almost sad I have no
more quorn left!  

CRAFTING FOR DAYS
April has been an amazing month for
crafting! Already, you will have seen the
envelope templates blog post - finally
sharing my process and tools - and
coming soon we have patter weights,
book marks and, my favourite, positivi-
tea tags. 
 
The return of the crafting bug has been
such a relief - I was worried it had
disappeared for good!

I'm excited to get my pattern wright craft
up on the blog. There's nothing overly
exciting about them, but they are just so
joyful and really help my sewing. 
 
The proof is in the Wilder Gown I've just
sewn in a slippery georgette fabric - my
pattern weights did the trick and none of
my pieces came out warped or oddly
cut.
 
Look out for them on the blog soon! 
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Letter Sets

Pattern Weights

Homemade Sourdough 

Bread

https://thisgeekytangent.com/2020/04/29/envelope-craft-happy-mail-this-geeky-blog/
https://thisgeekytangent.com/2017/07/17/esl-ice-cream-summer-bunting/
https://thisgeekytangent.com/2017/07/17/esl-ice-cream-summer-bunting/


Drawing: April 2020

DRAWING
After well over a year, I finally picked up
my drawing tools again! After cultivating
quite the collection, they've been tucked
away in draws or under cupboards while
I wallowed in a non-creative fug. 
 
I may not be enjoying Lockdown, but it's
given some space to find that flare of
creativity again, and I hope I can keep it
going once we're out of lockdown.

THIS GEEKY TEACHER
This Geeky Teacher returned early on in
Lockdown: I dug up some old resources
I never finished and breathed new life
into them - ever more important since
schools shut and students were
suddenly being homeschooled. 
 
Kingstagram was the first, focusing on
history, followed by four others focused
on English, science, art and geography.
You can find all the posts on the blog!
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Kingstagram

sneak peek: Bookmarks

COMING UP
There are crafts galore coming, but what
would you like to see more of?
 
Get in touch here.
 
Until next time! xx
 

https://thisgeekytangent.com/2020/03/30/this-geeky-teacher-worksheet-kingstagram/
https://thisgeekytangent.com/2017/07/17/esl-ice-cream-summer-bunting/
https://thisgeekytangent.com/contact/

